


Description
This is Manila Map showing LRT, MRT lines including icons of popular tourist destinations (such as Rizal 
Park, Intramuros or Ortigas). Distributed in PDF, suitable for printouts.

This transportation map shows all major transit links in Manila. It covers MRT (Manila Metro Rail Transit) 
system from south end station Taft going north through Magallanes and Ayala (city centre), Buendia. Then 
crossing river Pasig towards stations Guadalupe, Boni, Shaw Boulevard Ortigas Santolan Cubao Kamuning, 
Quezon and final station North.

Many sightseeing and tourist attractions in Manila are on the track of LRT1 (Light Rail Transit). Going from 
south you can start on the bazaar of Baclaran and nearby Edsa Pasay station, going towards city centre 
through Libertad, Gil Puyat and Vito Cruz. Then you'll be approaching Malate (Quirino Avenue and Pedro 
Gil), entering old Manila - United Stations Avenue and Central and Carriedo stations. The public transport 
will then take you to Doroteo Jose, Bambang, Tayuman and Blumentritt. Finally you will find yourselves in 
Quezon on stations Abad Santos, R. Papa, 5th Avenue and Monumento.

The third line of Manila public transport network is LRT2. It goes eastwards from the city centre, starting at 
Recto and Legarda going towards Pureza, V.Mapa J.Ruiz, Gilmore and Belmonte. From the bus terminal and 
LRT station at Cubao continues to Anonas, Katipunan and Santolan.

It is updated revision 1.1 containing latest LRT, MRT network development as of March 2011. 

This map has been compiled by Roomrent.ph - your #1 spot for accommodation in Manila (Recently rated as 
number 5 rental agency in Philippines). Roomrent service  provides offers of apartments, rooms and 
condominiums and rent to own opportunities in Metro Manila.

Licensing

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license. You must 
attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they 
endorse you or your use of the work).
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http://www.roomrent.ph/share/
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